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ABSTRACT
TITLE: The Development of an Adaptive Control System for a Phase-Locked Excitation Method
for Advanced Wind Turbine Blade Fatigue Testing
CANDIDATE: William Michael Haupfear
DEGREE: Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
INSTITUTION: Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
YEAR: 2010

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory's (NREL) National Wind Technology Center
(NWTC) provides the means necessary for advanced wind turbine blade testing. To improve on
the current testing methods, a new testing method is being developed using the existing dualaxis fatigue testing capabilities in conjunction with another actuator to provide a phase-locked
excitation method with adaptive algorithms and advanced control system strategies. This testing
method will provide a more representative loading of the blade for fatigue testing as compared
to loading seen in the field. The control system will integrate the MTS software and controller
with a supervisory controller, programmed in Simulink, which utilizes PID control and peak
detection. A Simulink model of a wind turbine blade was incorporated for initial control system
design. The use of Hardware-ln-the-Loop (HIL) and Software-ln-the-Loop (SIL) testing methods
will be employed for fault testing before the full system test for verification and validation of the
control system requirements. This paper will focus on the control system design and simulation
results, as well as PID optimization and a Design Failure Modes Effects Analysis that was done to
ensure safety of the test.
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Chapter 1: Background and Introduction
1.1 Background
The purpose of this research is to develop an adaptive control system for advancing the
current dual-axis fatigue testing methods of wind turbine blades. To properly understand the
focus of this research, the reader must be provided with a background and history of wind
energy and wind turbine blade fatigue testing methods. This section will focus on those topics
from a high level perspective through a literature review of sources relating to wind energy and
blade testing.

1.1.1 History of Wind Energy
Wind is the airflow caused by factors such as earth's rotation, irregularities of the ground
surface, and uneven heating of the air in the atmosphere. Wind is a sustainable energy source
since it is renewable, abundant, and widely distributed all over the earth (1). The earliest known
use of wind energy is the sailboat. The concept of sails was used in the early development of
windmills by the Persians, who built the first recorded windmills about 900 A.D. and were
vertical axis machines that were used for grain-grinding and water-pumping (2). The same
concept for wind turbines was used by the Chinese and the island of Crete for the same
purposes, with Crete still using the windmills for water-pumping purposes to date (3; 2). These
vertical axis wind turbines were highly inefficient due to high drag forces and were susceptible
to damage during high winds (4). The first horizontal axis wind turbines were developed in
Europe and had higher structural efficiency than the vertical axis designs. These horizontal axis
configurations introduced the ability of turning the windmill into the wind for more efficiency,
or better known as yaw control. A good thing to note is that a wind turbine is a windmill that
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converts wind energy into electrical energy, while a windmill usually refers to what converts
wind energy into some mechanical action (usually for grinding/milling or pumping water).

By the early 19th century, windmill blades had been refined to include all the major
components of modern wind turbine blades, such as camber along the leading edge, placing a
spar at the quarter-chord location, locating the center of gravity at the quarter chord, and
adding a nonlinear twist from the root to the tip of the blade (2). The actual windmill went
through some major changes, also. They started incorporating simple control systems for
controlling power output. The early control system consisted of a fly ball governor that sensed
when the windmill was spinning too fast and could adjust small flaps on the blade skin, via
mechanical linkages, to reduce the turbine speed (4).

Charles F. Brush created the first windmill to produce electricity in 1888 in Cleveland, OH.
The Brush machine had a rotor diameter of 17 meters and featured a step-up gearbox and
produced 12 kW of power (2). The Dane Poul La Cour developed a lift type wind turbine in 1891
that incorporated a low-solidity, four-blade design that used airfoil shaped rotors (2). The lift
type wind turbine only output about 25 kW and was still found inadequate compared to the coal
powered steam engines used for energy. Small wind turbines, 1 to 3 kW turbines, became a
large industry until the Great Depression and the use of these turbines had all but disappeared
by the 1950s (2).

Significant research in the wind industry didn't take place until after the oil crisis in 1973 (2).
The US Federal Wind Energy Program's research and development efforts resulted the design,
fabrication, and testing of several small wind turbine designs, horizontal axis turbines, and
vertical axis turbines. The Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) along with
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the Department of Energy (DOE) selected subcontractors to build and test commercial
machines, which was a method taken from military aircraft development (2). These efforts failed
to make wind energy a highly sought for energy source because the energy companies at the
time wouldn't consider anything less than multi-megawatt wind turbine designs, which were
needed to be competitive with the current energy source (2). California, however, installed
thousands of wind turbines during a period aptly named the California Wind Rush (5). The US
involvement in the wind industry died down until the Bush administration provided an
opportunity for the federal wind program, now managed by the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL), to resume the earlier research and development efforts which are still
carried out today. At the end of 2009, the entire wind turbine fleet in the US stood at
35,000MW of power output. About 10,000MW of this total power was installed in the year 2009
alone, and over half of that was installed in Texas, Indiana, and Iowa (6). This was part of a
program called the DOE Wind Program and is setting the course to have 20% of the US power
supplied by wind energy by the year 2030 (7). Under this program, it is expected that the total
amount of wind energy produced needs to reach 300GW by 2030. In Figure 1 below, the trend
for accomplishing the 20% Wind Energy by 2030 can be seen. This trend shows how much the
wind energy capacity needs to grow over the next 20 years to reach the goal of providing 20% of
the nation's grid power from wind energy. It can also be seen that the US is already ahead of the
curve since the installation of more than 10,000MW worth of wind turbines in 2009. Current
wind turbine technology has made wind energy a viable and competitive alternative in today's
energy market and, as research development efforts continue, the current trend of wind energy
growth is showing no signs of slowing down.
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Figure 1: 20% Wind Energy Capacity Trend (Source: 20% Wind Energy Report)

The graph below in Figure 2 shows how the power generation fuels have changed over
the last nine years (7). The graph is a representation of the addition of fuel types for power
generation. It can be seen that there is a steady increase of wind energy contribution additions
from the year 2005 onward, while the time from 2000-2004 it only grew slightly.
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Figure 2: Historical Relative Contribution of Power Generation Types (7)
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In Figure 3 below, the wind energy capacity for the US is shown by state. The numbers
corresponding with each state represent the cumulative wind energy contribution for that state,
while the number in parentheses is the wind energy contribution additions of 2009. Texas holds
the largest wind farm in the world at Roscoe Wind Plant that houses about 627 wind turbines
and generates around 780MW of power (8). While Texas dominated the wind market in 2009, as
well as previous years, there were 29 total states that installed new large scale wind turbines in
2009.

Figure 3: US Wind Energy Capacities by State (7)

The chart in Figure 4 is a timeline of the last half of the 20th century in wind energy
developments, obtained from the American Wind Energy Association (9). With this timeline, it
can be seen just how rapidly the wind energy market has grown over the last few years.
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1.1.2 The Modern Wind Turbine Design
The modern wind turbine design falls into one of two categories: horizontal axis turbines, as
shown in Figure 7, or vertical axis turbines, which are most commonly the Darrieus model or
Savonius model shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively (10).

Figure 5: Darrieus Wind Turbine (11)

Figure 6: Savonius Wind Turbine (11)

The more common horizontal axis system can be a two or three blade design and can be
upwind, with the blades facing into the wind, or downwind, with the blades faced in the
opposite direction of the wind. The three blade design is usually upwind and is the most
common application. They also incorporate adjustable yaw, for turning the turbine into the
wind, and blade pitch angles, to control power output of the turbine by increasing or decreasing
lift by changing the angle of attack of the blade, for increased efficiency. Commercial, or utilityscale, wind turbines can range from lOOkW to several megawatts of power output, with the
average output in the US being about 1.6MW (20%wind).

8

A picture of a modern wind turbine installed in a wind farm is shown below in Figure 7 (7). A
modern wind turbine is composed of 4 major components that are comprised of over 300
separate parts. The rotor hub is the linkage between the rotor blades and the drive shaft for the
generator. The rotor blades are bolted directly to the rotor hub. The rotor blades are the airfoil
shaped devices that provide lift when exposed to wind and turn a drive shaft which turns a
generator to produce power. The nacelle houses the driveshaft, gearbox, and the generator and
shields them from the weather. The nacelle connects to the tower through the yaw mechanism,
which turns the nacelle into the wind. The tower supports the nacelle and resists vibrations
brought on by wind speed variations. The height of the tower is limited by stability and
construction issues, but is designed to be as high as possible in order to put the turbine into the
less turbulent air higher up in the atmosphere (1; 12).

Rotor Blades

Nacelle Enclosing

Rotor Hub

/A
Tower, 80 in •

Figure 7: Modern Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (7)

The conventional utility scale wind turbine blade is aerodynamic and shaped like an
airfoil. The blades are designed to use the concepts of lift and drag to create rotational motion
from the wind. They are made of composite material, such as fiberglass or carbon and epoxy, in
order to be as light as possible while still maintaining structural integrity (1). The blade
construction is usually a hand layup open mold process (13). Wind turbine blades differ from
airfoils on an airplane in that they are designed with a structural skin. The blades also
incorporate single or double shear webs in an I-beam or box beam configuration for increased
strength (5). The blades include a nonlinear twist down the length of the blade as it transitions
from the round section that mounts to the hub into an airfoil shape. Figure 8 illustrates a typical
wind turbine blade construction with the effect of flap-pitch, which is a design in the blade to
help with stress reduction, shown in the dotted lines (13). Figure 9 shows the modern wind
turbine blade design from root, the round section that bolts to the hub of a wind turbine, to the
tip, where the airfoil shape of the blade comes almost to a point.

"*%«

Figure 8: Flap-Pitch Blade Construction (13)

Figure 9: Modern Wind Turbine Blade Design (14)
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The blade transmits the aerodynamic loads to the root which then transmits the loads
onto the hub assembly. The root carries much of the loading in the blade and, coupled with
complex geometry and multiple laminates of composite material, results in higher failures. As
more energy is required from wind turbines, the rotor diameter increases, meaning the blade
length and weight increases. This increase in weight of the blade increases the stresses not only
on the blade itself but also on the other components of the turbine, particularly on the hub and
driveshaft. The blades of current land based wind turbines are typically 50 meters while the
offshore wind turbine blades are in excess of 65 meters. With new developments in blade
technology and the increase in blade length, the cost of testing and fabricating the blades is
becoming more expensive, as can be seen in the rise of costs for wind turbine installation in
Figure 10. The red trendline in the graph of Figure 10 shows how much money per kW of wind
turbine power it costs for a total installation of a wind turbine from 1998 to 2009.
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1.1.3 History of Wind Turbine Blade Fatigue Testing
Wind turbine blades are extremely fragile structures that are subjected to highly
demanding forces during their operational life. Moreover, a wind turbine blade failure can have
a major impact on safety and reliability, turbine downtime, and exposure to the public (16).
Every new design of a blade may go through static and/or fatigue testing to ensure design
requirements are met. The first recorded blade test was done by NASA in 1977 on an 18.3
meter, filament wound, fiberglass/epoxy resin matrix, wind turbine rotor blade that was
designed for a lOOkW turbine (17). Fatigue testing can be in the form of coupon testing, where a
small piece of the material used to fabricate a blade is tested, or it can be in the form of a full
blade test, like the kind of testing done at labs, such as NREL and Sparkaer (18; 19; 20; 6). To
reduce the costs involved in blade testing, new developments are being made to decrease
testing time, make the tests more accurate, and make the testing more efficient (21; 19).

Blade fatigue testing involves applying a repetitive load to the blade for testing service life
and reliability (4). The two main testing directions, as defined by the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) (22), are flapwise and edgewise and are shown in Figure 11 in
more detail. The flapwise, or flap, direction is the direction perpendicular to the swept surface
of the blade. The edgewise, or edge, direction is the direction parallel to the swept surface from
leading edge to trailing edge, or vice versa.

.TRAILING EDGE
EDGEWISE

.FLAPWISE

/r

_...-^'-—

~: .-* TIP

LEADING EDGE

Figure 11: Wind Turbine Blade Testing Directions (14)
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Fatigue testing of a blade typically involves exciting the blade at the natural frequency of
each major direction (21). The testing can be done by single axis, which tests only a single
direction at a time and is less accurate because it's not testing the full circumference, or the
coupled motion of both directions, of the blade. Fatigue testing can also be done through a dual
axis test, where both directions are tested at the same time using either forced displacement,
where a bell crank or some other forced displacement device controls the blade motion, or
resonance testing, where the blade is excited at each direction's respective natural frequency
using inertial masses and no forced displacement (20). The most common testing done today is
the single axis resonant fatigue test. NREL has the ability to do dual axis resonant fatigue testing
using a device called the Universal Resonant Excitation system, or UREX (6). The UREX system is
shown in Figure 12. It can be seen from this figure that the UREX system consists of three
actuators to control blade excitation; there are two actuators for flapwise motion and one
actuator for edgewise motion and it attaches to the blade using a saddle, which is a wood form
that fits around the blade profile.

Figure 12: UREX System
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Data acquisition during the fatigue test is in the form of strain gauges, accelerometers,
and load cells mounted to the blade and the actuators (23; 19). This thesis is based on a
research project for improving the current blade fatigue testing method to improve the blade
load accuracy and greatly reduce testing time.

1.2 Project Introduction
The primary objective of this project is to develop and demonstrate a phase-locked excitation
(PhLEX) method for dual-axis resonant fatigue testing of wind turbine blades. Wind turbine
blades are primarily fatigue tested in the flapwise and edgewise directions independently.
While test methods and equipment have been developed for dual-axis resonant testing,
previous research and analysis reveals that these approaches result in a phase-varying
relationship between the applications of flapwise and edgewise loads. While these methods
improve overall efficiency of the test system, they lack the ability to control the timing of the
application of loads from cycle to cycle. The PhLEX concept will incorporate adaptive control
algorithms combined with existing UREX test hardware and an additional actuator to increase
the flapwise stiffness such that the first and second mode frequencies match; thereby allowing
both the flapwise and edgewise actuators to operate at the same resonant frequency and
controlling the phase angle relationship between the two. The proposed configuration for the
PhLEX system mounted on a 9 meter blade is shown in Figure 13.

14

PhLEX Actuator

7Ma

7.00*
Figure 13: Proposed PhLEX Configuration

A constant phase angle of 72 degrees more closely resembles fatigue testing currently
done at NREL and, thus, will be used as a constant phase angle for this test. A damage analysis
shows that when compared to a phase angle of zero degrees, the phase angle of 72 degrees
results in 50% less accumulated damage (5), and can be seen in Figure 14.

Accumulated Damage for Constant Phase Angle Fatigue Tests with Various Phase Angles (15.75m Station)
0.07
ODeg
72 Deg
90 Deg
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Figure 14: Damage Accumulation With Respect to Phase Angle (5)

60
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1.3 Project Scope
The scope of the project is outlined below. This is the full scope of this research project
and, while it includes the scope of the thesis, it needs to be understood that not all topics will be
covered by this thesis paper and this project scope is for informational purposes only.

•

Research and analyze the PhLEX concept in terms of pre-test modeling and predictions.

•

Develop adaptive control algorithm to perform dual-axis phase-locked resonant fatigue
testing using existing UREX hardware combined with an additional hydraulic actuator.

•

Demonstrate concept with small scale test using existing NREL hardware.

•

Post process test data and examine results for validation of pre-test models and
correlation to predictions.

•

Perform scaling study to determine system requirements for blades ranging from 9meters to 50-meters in length based on the test data results and historical blade data.
In addition, develop predictions for system requirements for testing larger blades.

•

Investigate electro-mechanical actuators and determine the benefits as compared to
conventional hydraulics for an alternative implementation method.

•

Report on the previous tasks in a summary paper describing the research, analysis,
demonstration, and results, as well as recommendations for future work.
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1.4 Thesis Scope
The scope of this thesis focuses on the development of an adaptive control system and is
outlined in greater detail below:

•

Use results from the Finite Element Model to develop a reduced order model of the
blade for use in a simulation for control system development.

•

Develop an adaptive PID controller.

•

Specify hardware requirements for interfacing between actuator controller and
supervisory controller.

17

Chapter 2: Simulated Blade Model
2.1 Nomenclature
2.1.1 Finite Element Model
The finite element model is used to analyze the structural properties of a blade and can be
used to determine the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, from which the natural frequencies and
mode shapes can be derived (24). One of the key goals of a finite element model is to discretize
a structure into a compilation of small parts, called elements, and solve a system of equations
developed at specific points, or nodes, that indicate where elements connect to one another
(25; 26). In other words, a set of equally spaced points, or nodes, is and their respective
equations of motion are determined for a structure and the spaces between these nodes are
called elements (27). Since the number of equations is governed by the number of nodes, and
their degrees of freedom, and more model accuracy demands more nodes, most finite element
analyses are done computationally (25; 26; 27), as was done with the finite element model
developed for this project. To use the finite element model for control system development, it is
necessary to implement an order reduction, or linearize the model by reducing the degrees of
freedom (28). While it is not in the scope of this thesis to develop the finite element model, and,
as such, it was developed by a colleague and classmate at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
using manufacturer provided blade data, it was used to develop the equations of motion for the
simulation model of the blade described later in this chapter.
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2.1.2 Phase Angle
To better understand the functionality of this project, the term phase angle must be
defined with a description that pertains to this project. Phase angle can mean a number of
things related to wind turbine blades, but in the sense of the control system it is defined by the
lag time between the flapwise and edgewise displacements. This is representative of the time
between a change in the angle of a blade when the max bending moment in each direction of
the blade occurs, during a single revolution on a turbine (5). This lag time represents a
percentage of the time it takes for one total revolution, and can, therefore, be converted to a
change in angle with one revolution equal to 360 degrees. Figure 15 shows a pictorial definition
of the phase angle.

Figure 15: Phase Angle on a Turbine (5)
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The displacements are sinusoidal waves and the phase angle is determined by detecting
the peaks of each displacement signal. This method of finding the phase angle is explained in
more detail in chapter 4. The phase angle can also be described as the degrees of rotation of the
blade when maximum loading is applied in the flapwise and edgewise directions, which results
in maximum displacement in each respective direction. The maximum displacement is seen
graphically by a "peak" of a sinusoidal wave. Another method of finding the phase angle, which
is much the same as using peak detection, is to use zero-crossing criteria, and is shown in Figure
16 (29). The time at which each signal crosses the zero-axis is determined and the time
difference between the signals is found and expressed as a fraction of a wave period (29).

Figure 16: Sine Wave Phase Angle Measurement (29)

Another method of finding the phase angle of two sinusoidal waves of approximately
equal frequency is to combine them on a single graph using one signal as the x-component and
the other signal as the y-component producing what is known as a Lissajous figure (30), as
shown by the oval shape in Figure 17. The oval shape that the blade will experience, pictured in
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Figure 26, can also be described as a Lissajous figure since the sinusoidal waves of the flap and
edge displacements are of the same frequency and form an oval much like the one shown in
Figure 17. The calculation of the phase angle from a Lissajous figure is shown by the equation in
the top right of Figure 17 where o> is the phase angle and B and A are the respective
measurements on the graph (31). This method is only valid, though, in the case of a sinusoidal
response which happens in the simulation, but is very unlikely in the actual test. The expected
response in the test will be somewhat sinusoidal but not enough to produce a Lissajous figure
well enough to obtain the phase angle.
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Figure 17: Lissajous Figure Phase Angle Calculation (31)
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2.1.3 Closed-Loop and Open-Loop
There are two main types of control systems, open loop and closed loop. An open loop
controller, or non-feedback controller, uses its current state and the model of the system to
control a variable. This method of control cannot correct for errors since it doesn't have the
means of comparing the desired and actual state of the system. The controller also cannot
compensate for disturbances in the system since there is no feedback to tell the controller there
is a disturbance. A closed loop, or feedback, controller uses feedback, usually in the form of
sensors, to check the current state of the system and compare it to a desired value to get an
error. This type of controller is more complex, but will provide more accurate results.
Disturbance rejection, the ability for a controller to mitigate the effects of a disturbance in the
system, is a much needed ability for complex systems that may be introduced to outside
disturbances. For the reasons listed, a closed loop controller was chosen with feedback from
sensors mounted to the blade and actuators.

2.2 Development of Equations of Motion
The mathematical model of the blade was derived using the Newtonian equations of
motion, derived from the free body diagram seen in Figure 18, that were put into state space
representation. Since a linear approximation of the nonlinear wind turbine blade, and most
nonlinear engineering problems, is adequate for the purpose of preliminary testing of the
control system (32), it was decided to linearize the blade to a two degree of freedom structure
at a node where the outboard actuator would be placed to simplify the analysis. The linear
approximation of the blade model assumed that the blade was of lumped, or uniform, mass (the
mass used for calculations was the effective mass calculated from the natural frequency and
stiffness of the blade with the actuator and saddle masses added on) and was modeled as a cut
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at the 60% blade station, where the PhLEX actuator will be mounted. The PhLEX actuator was
modeled as a spring force, at an angle 0 that is configured to be with respect to the vertical axis
of the blade, that can be seen in Figure 18 as "K3", as it will inherently be adding stiffness to the
flap direction, and the edge and flap blade stiffness and damping were modeled as springs and
dashpots, respectively, for each direction, which can also be seen in Figure 18 as Kl and CI for
edge properties and K2and C2 for flap properties. The angle of the PhLEX actuator, 6, will take
into account the rotation of the blade when set up for the actual test. The UREX excitation
forces for both flap and edge directions were modeled as sine waves generated at the natural
frequency of the edge, shown below as Fl and F2 respectively. These excitation forces have
equal frequencies, u> in the equation, but different amplitudes, seen as A and B in the equations.
The phase angle is represented by o> in the edge excitation force.

Fl=A$m(wt • # )

Figure 18: Free Body Diagram of blade
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The equations of motion are represented in matrix form in equation 3.1 below. This set
of equations was derived from the Newtonian equations of motion that were based on the free
body diagram pictured above in Figure 18.

(3.1)

lo 3GHS c°J{Ko °SH F

2

These equations were then put into state space configuration which is outlined in
equations 3.2 through 3.9. Equation 3.10 is the state space representation of the inputs for the
system in matrix form and equation 3.11 is the state space representation of the outputs for the
system in matrix form. Using the state space representation makes the development of a
simulated blade model in Simulink easier and more straightforward. The state space
representation uses state variables to describe the state of a dynamic system and can provide
the future state and output of the system given the inputs and equations of motion (33). The
equations for the state space model are shown in equations 3.12 and 3.13. These equations
coincide with the two equations above them, equation 3.10 and equation 3.11.

*! = e

(3.2)
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x3 = e

(3.4)

X4 = /

(3.5)
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Using the finite element model results and equations 3.11-3.13 below, it is possible to
create a Simulink model of the blade under test. The results from the finite element model
include the natural frequency, stiffness, and the damping ratio, for both the flapwise and
edgewise directions. Equation 3.14 was used to find the effective mass for each direction which
includes the inertial mass and the mass contribution of the blade for each direction of motion.
The damping ratio equation, shown in equation 3.15, was used to find the damping coefficient
for each direction (34). To find the difference between the stiffnesses of the flap and edge that
would make their natural frequencies equal, equation 3.16 was used. This computed difference
was used in the control system as a setpoint for adding stiffness in a feedback loop. The control
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system calculates a stiffness value based on the error between the desired and actual phase
angle of the system. It then adds that computed stiffness to the setpoint for a total added
stiffness value.
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While not modeled in the state space representation, the actuator angle plays a small
role in what force is applied to the flap. Using known parameters of the test setup, the actuator
angle could be calculated; using the known geometry of the test setup and trigonometry
identities such as the law of sine and the law of cosine, and tabulated with respect to the linear
position of the actuator. However, to calculate the actuator angle in real time, a table was
created with the angle as data and selection criteria based on the actuator displacement and
whether the actuator is extending or retracting. Using the actuator angle, an adjusted force can
be calculated for the actuator for more accurate loading.
The simulated blade model in Simulink can be seen below in Figure 19. As can be seen,
the two directions of the blade are decoupled for simplicity and they are each modeled
according to their respective equations of motion. The inertial masses are modeled as sine wave
forcing functions with equal frequency but different amplitudes and phase shifts. The phase
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shift starts at 90 degrees for the flap and 0 degrees for the edge forcing functions and is what is
referred to as the phase angle between the flap and edge motion. Since the phase shift, or
phase angle, between the forcing functions starts at 90 degrees, the cross sectional
displacement of the blade is seen as a circle.

ri
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Figure 19: Simulink Model of Blade

This blade model feeds flap and edge displacements into a peak detection routine that
takes a derivative to find velocity and determines when each velocity reaches a maximum and
records a time. This recorded time is used to determine the lag time between the two peaks and
is used to determine the phase angle. The phase angle is the output of the system and the
desired phase angle, the input, is based on previous results which show about 72 degrees. When
the simulated model is taken out to integrate the controller into the actual test, the output and
feedback signal of the controller will be a force to the PhLEX actuator that will control the phase
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angle. The excitation forces, or inertial masses of the UREX system, are modeled as sinusoidal
functions that are both resonating at the natural frequency of the edgewise direction. The next
chapter will describe how the simulation model was used to develop an adaptive PID controller,
the control strategy for this test, and optimization strategies for optimizing the PID controller
gains.
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Chapter 3: Control System
3.1 Hardware Requirements
The inputs and outputs to and from the supervisory controller will be in the form of
digital and analog signals. National Instruments USB-based analog and digital input and output
devices, linked to the MTS controller, will be used as the interface between the Simulink
environment and the MTS software. The actuator control signals will be frequency and
displacement for the UREX system and force for the outboard actuator system. Feedback from
the UREX system will be from accelerometer and linear position sensors mounted to the
actuator. The feedback from the outboard actuator system will consist of a load cell placed
between the blade and the actuator, an accelerometer sensor, and a linear position sensor
mounted to the actuator. A high level view of the hardware setup is shown below in Figure 20.
The connection between the Simulink Host PC and the Nl hardware will be through USB, while
the connection between the MTS Host PC and the MTS Flex Test 40 Controller will be through
Ethernet. The blue lines in Figure 20 represent signal wires, which will be transmitting both
analog and digital signals.
_
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Figure 20: Hardware Schematic
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Analog outputs and inputs will be sent and received, respectively, by the Simulinkprogrammed supervisory controller through the use of the National Instruments USB-6229 data
acquisition device. This device uses a USB interface to connect to the host computer and has
screw terminals for signal wires. The signal wires running to the Nl device will also be connected
to the analog IO on the MTS controller. The MTS controller utilizes RJ-45 connections for analog
IO, so cables will have to be custom fabricated to meet the needs of this test. The custom cables
will have RJ-45 connectors on one end allowing the cable to connect to the MTS controller and
the other end of the cable will have pig tails to be connected to the screw terminals of the Nl
device. Both the Nl device and the MTS system use differential signals. The use of differential
over single-ended signals means less noise and severely lowers the possibility of errors induced
by a difference in ground levels between the two devices. The analog signals output from the Nl
device will be the control signals such as outboard actuator applied force and UREX actuator
frequency and displacement. The analog signals input to the Nl device will be feedback signals
such as data from accelerometers, load cells, and strain gauges.

The Nl USB-9421 will handle the digital input and the Nl USB-9472 will handle the digital
output. Using separate hardware for the digital signals will allow for faster signal transmission
with less noise. The digital signals will be used as timing cues in the control system such as peak
detection verification, controller start and stop time, and out of bounds signal detection.
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3.2 Control Strategy
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Figure 21: Control System Diagram

Figure 21 is a diagram of the control system that shows the controller controlling the
hydraulic actuator, which in turn controls the phase angle of the plant. The error between the
actual and desired phase angle is computed and then input to the controller to be used for the
control signal to the actuator. The system is comprised of four actuators to control the motion
of the blade. The UREX system uses two flapwise actuators to reduce the torque load on the
blade but only one edgewise actuator. The fourth actuator is the outboard actuator that is
adding stiffness to the flap. The control strategy for this test method is to use an adaptive PID
controller to control all four actuators simultaneously to implicitly control the phase angle
between the edge and flap motions, which must be maintained at or close to 72 degrees. The
adaptivity of the controller comes from the ability of the controller to handle disturbances,
which could be in the form of blade stiffness changing as the test progresses. Another reason for
calling the controller adaptive is due to the fact that a change in the flapwise stiffness occurs
once per cycle, so the stiffness is gradually changed throughout the test. These disturbances will
require a different amount of added stiffness and will be adaptively controlled throughout the
test. Peak detection of the displacement signals of the flap and edge directions is utilized as a
means of determining the phase angle. The current phase angle is subtracted from the desired
phase angle of 72 degrees to get an error, which is run through a PID controller to output a force
for the outboard actuator. The computed force from the PID controller is added to a setpoint
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force that was calculated from the difference in stiffness values between the flap and edge
directions after setting the edgewise and flapwise natural frequencies equal. Feedback from the
outboard actuator will let the controller know the error between the requested force and the
actual force of the actuator. A low pass filter is incorporated into the phase angle calculation to
reduce the noise in the system response. This is part of the disturbance rejection capabilities of
the controller since noise from the feedback signal is a disturbance.

The three UREX actuators are controlled by frequency and displacement. The frequency
is the natural frequency of the edge and flap, and, since stiffness is being added to the flap
direction to make it approximately equal to the edge direction, these two natural frequency
values are almost equal. The displacement for the UREX actuators will be derived from
acceleration; the requested acceleration of the blade is a sinusoidal wave of known frequency
and amplitude. Feedback in the form of accelerometer sensors mounted to the blade and
Peak/Valley detection capabilities of the MTS software will provide the error between the
requested and actual acceleration of the blade. The accelerometer signals will be obtained by
the supervisory controller indirectly through the MTS controller and will be used to find the
current displacement of the blade by integrating the signal twice.

3.3 PID Controller Design
Proportional-Integral-Derivative control, or better known as PID control, is widely used
in feedback control systems because of its simplicity, robustness, and ability to effectively
handle disturbances (35; 36; 37). A control system's degrees of freedom are determined by the
number of closed loop transfer functions, that can be independently adjusted, that define the
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plant (38). This system is a t w o degree of freedom system that was linearized f r o m a multidegree of f r e e d o m system. Two degree of freedom PID controllers are especially useful for
disturbance mitigation as they are highly tunable, but are also more complex (39; 40). Table 1
shows how the different gains affect a control system. This table is only a reference, though,
since each controller is dependent on the others, meaning changing one gain will change the
effect of the other t w o gains. The proportional controller takes the present error and multiplies
it by a constant and subtracts this f r o m the current error; it is advantageous in reducing the rise
t i m e and steady state error, but will never completely eliminate steady state error and will
increase overshoot. To combat the problem with steady state error, an integral gain is
introduced which can eliminate the steady state error, but can increase the overshoot even
further, along w i t h increasing settling time. An integral controller takes the integral of, or sums
up, the past error and multiplies it by a constant, creating an average, and subtracts this value
f r o m the current error. A way to reduce the overshoot, reduce the settling time, and improve
overall system stability is to bring in a derivative controller that handles the future error by
taking the first derivative, or slope, of the error over time and multiplying it by a constant and
subtracting it f r o m the current error (41).

Table 1: PID Characteristics on a Closed-Loop System (41)

Closed-Loop
Response

Kp (Proportional)
Ki (Integral)
Kd (Derivative)

.—,__—__—,,.,, ,..^..,
Rise Time

Decrease
Decrease
Small Change

Overshoot

Settling Time

Steady State Error

Increase
Increase
Decrease

Small Change
Increase
Decrease

Decrease
Eliminate
Small Change
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The current method of actuator control for testing at NREL uses a built in PID controller
in the MTS software. Due to the inclusion of an external supervisory controller developed in
Simulink, it is necessary that an alternative PID controller be designed for use with the
supervisory controller. A PID controller was developed based on the parallel PID controller in
Simulink (42), shown in Figure 22. The transfer function for this type of PID controller is shown
by equation 4.1 (42). Simulink refers to this type of PID controller as parallel since all of the
control gains are added together to form a control signal, whereas an ideal PID controller uses
one single gain for all of the proportional, integral, and derivative signals. The original design in
Simulink was modified to include a time delay. This delay allows the controller to wait until the
blade excitation reaches steady state before it starts applying control parameters. Equation 4.2
shows the second order transfer function equation that was used to approximate the control
system in order to find the poles of the system for the derivative filter coefficient. Equation 4.3
is the second order transfer function equation with a PID controller. This was used to
approximate initial PID values for the control system in order to give a starting point for
optimization of the gains. This method of optimizing the PID controller was only used for initial
values due to the limited accuracy of approximating a two degree of freedom system with a one
degree of freedom equation. The initial values that were found, though, were close enough to
give a response with a percent overshoot of about 25% and a more than acceptable rise time
and settling time. The percent overshoot had to be decreased to below 5% for safety reasons
and, thus, the gains were modified accordingly and the final performance can be seen in the
next section.
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In Figure 23, the full feedback control system, in Simulink, at the top level can be seen. It
uses the PID controller setup as seen in Figure 22 for the "PID Contror block and the blade
model seen in Figure 19 for the "Plant". The label " u " corresponds to the input and is the
reference signal of 72 degrees for the phase angle, and the label "y" corresponds to the output
and is the current phase angle for the model. The error signal for the PID controller input is
calculated by finding the difference between the referencesignal " u " and the output singal "y"

-•CD
y

Figure 23: Full Feedback Control System

3.4 PID Tuning
There are many methods for tuning the PID gains for a controller. One method used by
many engineers is trial and error, where the gains are adjusted manually and requires a decent
amount of knowledge of control system behavior to do it efficiently. This is the method chosen
initially for this project and preliminary tests are shown in Figure 24. This was executed by
creating two copies of the entire control system in Simulink and inputting different values for
the PID control gains for each different simulation set. This reduces the time for determining the
PID values, but still can take longer than some other tuning techniques.
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Figure 24: PID tuning

Alternative methods for tuning include using Matlab script functions that can run
multiple simulations of the Simulink model and tune variables based on the output signal graph.
Two methods researched for the purposes of tuning the PID controller gains are the nonlinear
least squares curve fit tool, that uses the Isqnonlin function in Matlab, and the multiobjective
optimization tool, that uses thefminimax function in Matlab (43).

The nonlinear least squares method is a statistical method closely resembling the
interior point search method of optimization in that it uses projection to find move directions
(44). The objective is to minimize the sum of squares of a vector around a value of 1, which
required normalization of the output signal by expressing it as a percentage of the input signal
(43). In this case, the vector is the function of the output graph and is found using curve fitting
after each simulation run. The disadvantage of this method is the lack of constraints on the
objective function.
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The multiobjective optimization tool minimizes the maximum value of the output at any
specified time during the simulation, instead of just minimizing the error between the input and
output signals (43). This method is also known as goal programming, where the optimization
focuses on target levels rather than minimizing or maximizing specific quantities (44). The initial
criteria, or goals, for the PID tuning were:

•

2% < Overshoot < 5%

•

Rise Time < 25 sec

•

Settling Time < 90 sec

The major disadvantage of this method of tuning is that it can take a long time and requires a
considerable amount of computing power for large and complex systems.

The chosen method for tuning of the PID controller was the manual method since it
produced acceptable results and was the simplest method. The multiobjective method is being
looked at more closely for the future scaling study in order to provide accurate PID gain values
for any simulated blade quicker. The Matlab codes for the least squares and the multiobjective
optimization routines can be seen in Appendix A.
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3.5 Full Feedback Controller Results
The simulation results consisted of evaluating the control system performance
characteristics, which was based on several factors, such as percent overshoot, rise time, time to
peak, settling time, steady state error, and recovery time after an external disturbance. The
external disturbances were modeled as step and ramp inputs. These disturbances test the
control system robustness. As can be seen in the analysis that follows, the control system
recovers well from large disturbances.

The data in Table 2 shows how well the control system performs. Due to expected lag
times in hardware and actual versus theoretical data, this performance may change once it is
controlling the actual blade test. This data was calculated from the graph of Phase Angle over
Time, as shown in Figure 25. As can be seen by this graph, there is a small overshoot in the
beginning, which is the intended case, for it provides an acceptable rise time and settling time.
Rise time is being defined as the time it takes for the system to rise to 90% of the intended
steady state value. Settling time is being defined as the time it takes for the system to settle
within 2.5% of the steady state value. Finally, percent overshoot is being defined as the percent
error between the final value and the peak value.
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Table 2: Control System Performance

Control System Performance
Percent Overshoot

4.72%

Rise Time

23.2 s

Time to Peak

47.5 s

Settling Time (to within 5% of Steady State)

70s

„....{.*.

I

Figure 25: Phase Angle (degrees) over Time (sec)
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The graph in Figure 26 shows how the total blade displacement is affected by the Phase
angle shift. The oval that is seen is during steady state. It has been rotated from vertical to the
angle shown. This graph is a representation of looking at a point, the center of gravity, on the
cross section of the blade at the 60% station. As described earlier, since the two displacement
signals are sinusoidal waves with approximately equal frequencies, the graph of the flap
displacement as the y-axis and the edge displacement as the x-axis can be described as a
Lissajous figure. The two sinusoidal displacements making up this graph in Figure 26 can be seen
in Figure 27 and Figure 28.

Blade Displacement
0.04

-0.04
-0.02. - 0 . 0 1 5 - 0 : 0 1 - 0 . 0 0 5
0.
,0,005
, :'
Edge Djsp (m)

0.01

0.015

0.02

Figure 26: Cross-Sectional Blade Displacement in Meters

Figure 27 and Figure 28 show the flapwise and edgewise displacements, respectively, at
steady state conditions at the 60% station where the blade is modeled. It should be noted that
for an accurate fatigue test, it is desirable to have these displacements as consistent as possible
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(5). The displacements shown here are equivalent to the 60% station displacements output by
the finite element model and, thus, is expected to closely resemble the blade behavior.
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Figure 27: Steady-State Flap Displacement in Meters

Figure 28: Steady-State Edge Displacement in Meters
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Figure 29 shows the actuator displacement as calculated from the blade displacement
and angle of the actuator. This displacement is how much the actuator moves from an initial
position of half stroke length. This data was used to formulate a lookup table for use in the
actual blade test. The actuator angle became the data portion of the lookup table to be used in
the calculation of the requested force from the actuator.

Figure 29: Actuator Displacement (meters)

Chapter 4: Disturbance Analysis
4.1 Background
Other than improved control, an important effect of feedback in a control system is the
reduction of the effect of disturbance signals. These disturbances can be in the form of step or
ramp inputs or even delays. The disturbances and delays that were put into this system to test
included extreme cases that would exceed the feasible limits of the blade being tested and also
included disturbances and delays that were considered normal operating conditions. As will be
explained later on in this chapter, the control system handled each test very well and proves to
be quite robust to disturbances in the phase angle during a test. This section will give some
background information and history on disturbance analysis for control systems so the reader
will more fully understand what is involved.

A disturbance signal is defined as "an unwanted input signal that affects the output
signal" (33). In other words, a disturbance is any unexpected and undesired input signal in the
control system that adversely affects the output of the control system and reduces stability.
These unwanted disturbances, such as noise from electrical components or distortions from
nonlinearities in the system, can cause inaccuracies in the output signals (33). It is known that
the integral control suppresses steady state error, determines how fast the system enters a
steady state response, and also increases the effectiveness of disturbance rejection. For these
reasons, the integral controller was added to the system, but with it comes some expected
system lag (45). There are many alternative methods of handling disturbance, such as feedforward control that relies on being able to measure the disturbance in real time, but the
method used was the simplest with minimal adverse effects (45).
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To be thorough, the disturbances were input at two different locations in the control
algorithm. The initial location of the disturbance affected the displacement in the flap and edge
directions simultaneously by adding in the disturbance to the displacement signals coming out
of the plant model, while the second test location added the disturbance input directly to the
phase angle signal.

4.2 Displacement Disturbance
The first set of disturbance inputs were added directly to the displacement signals of the
flap and edge. The disturbance was added equally to each direction and simulates an
unintended force acting on the blade in each direction from either the outboard actuator or
some other external force. The following subsections explain the outcome from this disturbance
input.

4.2.1 Step Disturbance
The step input disturbance was run twice with two different magnitudes, but was found
that only the second, higher step input had any effect on the system. The magnitude of the first
step input was 1 meter, with the second input being 5 meters, and both had a duration of 5
seconds. Since the disturbances were added to the blade deflections, the step input can be
viewed as forcing the blade to move an additional 5 meters instantaneously in each direction
and stay constant for 5 seconds. The control system barely registered a 5 meter step input, as
can be seen in Table 3 and Figure 30. The percent overshoot for the step disturbance is actually
a measure of the peak error since there was no overshoot and is calculated after the
disturbance has been stopped and is an acceptable percentage. The steady state error is taken
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after the disturbance and is approximately equal to the pre-disturbance steady state. Recovery
time is taken from the start of the disturbance until a value is reached that is 2.5% of steady
state. A graphical representation of this disturbance can be seen in Figure 30. As can be seen in
the graph, the disturbance has little effect on the total system.

Table 3: Performance comparison of step disturbance
Performance Comparison for Disturbances

!
Step

Percent Overshoot

3.82%

Steady State Error

± 0.7%

Recovery Time (to within 2.5% of SS)

0.2 s

Disturbance Magnitude

5m

Disturbance Duration (time)

5s

Disturbance Slope

Inf

Figure 30: Step Disturbance for 5 seconds
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4.2.2 Ramp Disturbance
The next test for the control system was a ramp input as a disturbance. Two different
slopes were used in this test, 1 meter/second and 5 meter/second. The same duration was used
for both, being 5 seconds, and was started after steady state was reached initially. The
performance characteristics for these disturbances can be seen in Table 3, which shows that the
ramp had significantly more effect than the step input. Percent overshoot, at 5.55%, was found
to be slightly above the non-disturbance percent overshoot, at 4.72%. Steady state error was,
again, taken after the disturbance and only after settling to within 2.5% of steady state.
Recovery time was the most affected by this test and was substantially higher than the nondisturbance settling time. Figure 31 shows how the phase angle is affected by the ramp
disturbance. As can be seen in the graph of Figure 31, the effect from the ramp is much greater
than that of the step disturbance. Of particular importance, is that the control system handled
each ramped disturbance approximately the same. When the two graphs of each ramp
disturbance are overlaid onto the same graph, the two lines are almost identical, which means
the control system can perform just as well regardless of the magnitude of a ramp disturbance
affecting the blade displacement.
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Table 4: Performance comparison of ramp disturbance
Performance Comparison for Distu rbances
Ramp

Ramp

Percent Overshoot

5.55%

5.55%

Steady State Error

±0.7%

± 0.7%

64 s

65 s

0.5 m

25m

5s

5s

1

5

Recovery Time (to within 2.5% of SS)
Disturbance Magnitude
Disturbance Duration (time)
Disturbance Slope

r

^^^'lr^Hl^^^Vll'^^^1-

/^'^w^'•ffv^M^^lWVl

/

Figure 31: Ramp disturbance, slope of 1 for 5 seconds
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4.3 Phase Angle Disturbance
The next section describes the set of tests where the disturbance was input as an
addition to the flap-edge phase angle measurement directly. The location of this disturbance
input in the simulation, as compared to the previous disturbance added to the displacements,
was added after the phase angle was calculated using the displacements in each direction. This
disturbance would not be as immediate of a change as the displacement disturbance, so the
duration of each disturbance was increased to take that into account. These kinds of
disturbances would most likely be caused by under-intended or over-intended movements from
any of the actuators.

4.3.3 Step Disturbance
The step input was 10 degrees for 10 seconds and had a percent overshoot
approximately four times as large as the previous test described. The results from this
disturbance are acceptable since the system did not go unstable and settled to within 2.5% of
steady state in 18 seconds. Steady state error was not affected by the disturbance either. Figure
32 is a graph of how the phase angle is affected by the step input. One major thing to notice
with this graph is that the control system is attempting to bring the phase angle back to steady
state even before the step input is set back to zero. A better representation of that effect is in
Figure 33, which is a graph of the control system response when the step input is not stopped
after a certain amount of time. The control system was allowed to settle the disturbance on its
own for this second step input, instead of having the disturbance abruptly stop. The constant
addition of the step input doubled the steady state error, which still stayed below 2%. Recovery
time was greatly affected, due in part to the disturbance never stopping, but is still at an
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acceptable time of 37 seconds for a disturbance that large. The performance characteristics for
this test can be seen in Table 5.

Table 5: Disturbance performance characteristics
Performance Comparison for Disturbahc es
Step

Step

Percent Overshoot

15.3%

15.3%

Steady State Error

± 0.7%

± 1.4%

18 s

37 s

10 deg

10 deg

10 s

n/a

Inf

Inf

Recovery Time (to within 2.5% of SS)
Disturbance Magnitude
Disturbance Duration (time)
Disturbance Slope

ft^HNtyiM^Jfc'WWMf

s ^ ^ ^ i l ^ W W ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
jfflKWr

/

Figure 32: Step disturbance affecting phase angle
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Figure 33: Nonstop step disturbance affecting phase angle

4.3.4 Ramp Disturbance
The ramped disturbance had more of an effect by adding it directly to the phase angle
signal. The percent overshoot was about 4 times higher than the previous ramp disturbance
test, which can be explained by not only the location of the disturbance, but also the increased
duration. Recovery time was faster by about 25 seconds with no change in steady state error
afterwards. A graph showing the phase angle over time with the ramp disturbance included can
be seen in Figure 34. The ramp can be clearly seen starting at 130 seconds from the start of the
simulation as the phase angle starts to ramp up and then abruptly stops ramping 30 seconds
later. Safety measures designed into the MTS system will prevent a runaway like what was
simulated by the ramp, but the supervisory controller will also have its own preventative
measures, or interlocks, in place.
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Table 6: Disturbance performance characteristics
Performance Comparison for Distui•banc
Ramp
Percent Overshoot

20.8%

Steady State Error

±0.7%

Recovery Time (to within 2.5% of SS)

40 s

Disturbance Magnitude

30 deg

Disturbance Duration (time)

30 s

Disturbance Slope

1

*#*

^iHM^'t^^^^^.

\.m^'
,«*'hsr

Figure 34: Ramp disturbance affecting phase angle
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4.4 Delay Disturbance
A delay was put into the feedback signal representing a load cell on the outboard
actuator. This is expected to be the longest delay of the system and as such was tested at well
above the expected delays. Two tests were run using different delay times. The first test run was
with a 0.5 second delay, with the second test being a full 1 second delay. As can be seen in Table
7, the performance of the control system was minimally affected by even a 1 second delay.
Percent overshoot was affected the most with an increase of 0.42%. The other determining
factors had negligible changes. This analysis implies that the controller can withstand any delay
that is expected for this test, and even well above the expected delays.

Table 7: Performance comparison of delays
Performance Comparison with Delays
No Delay

0.5s Delay

Is Delay

Percent Overshoot

4.72%

4.86%

5.14%

Rise Time

23.2 s

23.25 s

23.65 s

Time to Peak

47.5 s

48.25 s

47 s

70s

70s

70s

Settling Time (to within 2.5% of SS)
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Chapter 5: Design Failure Modes Effects Analysis (DFMEA)
5.1 Background
The Design Failure Modes Effects Analysis (DFMEA) document is one of the most widely
used methods for failure analysis today. The DFMEA is, by definition, a systematic tool for
identifying effects or consequences of a potential product or process failure. It also suggests
methods to eliminate or reduce the chance of a failure occurring (46). The idea of the DFMEA is
to "...identify, prioritize, and eliminate potential failures from the system, design or process
before they reach the customer" (47). Upon developing a DFMEA document, a system's highest
risk failure modes may be looked at more closely so as to develop ways of prevention or, at the
minimum, ways to reduce the risk of the failure mode. The DFMEA document can't be done
until the system design has proceeded to the point that system elements have been selected at
the level the analysis is to explore (48). The DFMEA addresses the "design intent" and assumes
the design will be manufactured/assembled to this intent and, thus, should to be initiated at, or
by, the system concept design completion and be continually updated throughout the system
design process (49).

5.1.1 History
The first record of a DFMEA was from the US Military in 1949 from a document titled,
Military Procedure MIL-P-1629 "Procedures for performing a failure mode, effects and critical ity
analysis", and was one of the first systematic approaches to failure analysis (47). More formal
applications in the aerospace industry showed up in the 1960s, but it is now widely used by
reliability engineers in the automotive industry (46). Shown in Figure 35: Old Version of DFMEAis

an early DFMEA document. Figure 36 shows a modern day DFMEA document. It can be seen
that the basic concept has stayed the same over the years, but minor changes have been made
to make the DFMEA document more organized and easier to follow. One major change is the
inclusion of a risk priority number, which is explained in the next section.
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Figure 35: Old Version of DFMEA (46)
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Figure 36: Modern Day Version of DFMEA (46)

5.1.2 DFMEA Document Design
There are three major types of DFMEA documents, including design DFMEA, process
DFMEA, and system DFMEA (47). The design DFMEA is focused on eliminating failure modes in
the actual component design and pays attention to all types of failures for the entire lifespan of
a component. Process DFMEA is associated with the processes used to make the components, a
subsystem, or the main system. A system DFMEA looks for potential failure modes in larger
processes or the system as a whole, such as entire production lines. The DFMEA document that
was compiled for this project uses design DFMEA and focuses on the components of the system.

The DFMEA is used for many reasons. It aids in the objective evaluation of design
requirements by assisting in selecting design alternatives that have high reliability and safety
(47). It increases the probability that all failure modes, and subsequent effects, of a system have
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been considered It is a risk analysis that provides a severity rating for each failure mode and
provides a basis for quantitative system reliability (47) Criteria for system or component testing
requirements and equipment can be developed early on Finally, the DFMEA document provides
historical documentation for future reference to aid in the analysis of field failures and
consideration of design changes (47)

In order for the reader to fully understand the DFMEA document, some definitions must
be addressed in this section A function is any intended use of a component or process (49) A
fault is the inability of a component or system to function in a desired manner, or operation in
an undesired manner, regardless of cause (48) A failure is a fault owing to the breakage,
wearing out, or compromised structural integrity of a component or system (48) The failure
mode is the manner in which a fault occurs or the way'' a fault occurs in a component (48) A
cause is the means by which a component of a system results in a failure mode The effect is the
adverse consequence resulting from a failure occurring The current controls are the measures
put in place to prevent the cause of a failure mode from occurring or that detect a failure once it
has happened (49) Severity is a rating corresponding to the seriousness of an effect of a
potential failure mode (46) Occurrence is a rating corresponding to the rate at which a first level
cause and its resultant failure mode will occur over the design life of the system or product, or
before any additional process controls are applied (46) Detection is a rating corresponding to
the likelihood that the detection methods or current controls will detect the potential failure
mode before the product is released for production for design, or for process before it leaves
the production facility (46) The risk priority number (RPN) identifies the greatest areas of
concern and comprises the assessment of the severity, occurrence, and detection values as
shown in equation 6 1 below The final term is the recommended action, and is defined as the
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corrective action used to reduce one or more or all of the severity, occurrence, and detection
rankings (49).

RPN = Severity Rating x Occurence Rating x Detection Rating

(6.1)

5.1.3 DFMEA Analysis
The DFMEA analysis is a team effort that begins with determining the project scope in
order to set boundaries on what needs to go into the DFMEA document. Once the scope is
determined, the main functions of the system are defined along with the external operational
and environmental conditions to be considered (47). Information is gathered on the system,
such as schematics and drawings, which will provide the necessary background for the system
functions. Historical data from previous similar tests or systems can also be gathered to aid in
the DFMEA process. The system is then broken down into manageable sections or functions at
as high a level as possible (47). The reasoning for staying at a high level is to reduce the time it
takes in developing a DFMEA document, but if a specific subsystem or component poses a
particularly high risk then it can be broken down further for a more detailed analysis to
determine the root cause for the high risk. Once the DFMEA document is filled out completely, it
is time to consider what items to address. The risk priority number is usually the determining
factor, but can be misleading in some cases so a risk matrix is developed, as seen in Figure 37,
using the severity and occurrence ratings to determine the highest risk items (50). The red
portion in the chart relates to the highest risk, with yellow being moderate risk, and green being
little risk.
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Occurrence

>

Figure 37: Risk Assesment Chart (Source: Harpco Systems)

Once the preliminary risk analysis is done and the highest risk items are marked for
extra attention, it is up to the design engineers to determine what changes need to be made.
The design engineers review the DFMEA and, if a change needs to be made, consult the
operating personnel, who review the process DFMEA and then decide what impact the change
will have on the process (51). After any changes have been made to the system, the DFMEA is
re-evaluated and this iterative process repeats until an acceptable level of risk is obtained for
the system or test. The DFMEA document for this project is included in Appendix B.
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5.2 DFMEA Document for PhLEX Test
5.2.4 Case Study
I
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Figure 38: DFMEA Case Study

For the case study, the item with the highest Priority Risk Number (PRN) will be
discussed in detail. Figure 38 shows an excerpt of the item/function from the DFMEA document.
As seen in the figure, the item of interest is the UREX actuator. After identifying the item, the
potential failure modes associated with the item are discussed. The main concern with this item
is the UREX actuator applying too much, or not enough, force during the blade test. Next, the
potential failure effects are analyzed. Should the UREX actuator ever apply too much force to
the blade, this may result in any of the following:

•
•
•
•

Damage or total loss of the blade
Undesirable or unintended blade motion
Damage to test equipment and surrounding area
Possible injury to personnel in the immediate area

•

End of testing
After analyzing the potential effects caused by this item, a severity value is assigned,

with 1 being least severe and 10 being most severe. The following step involves determining the
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potential causes or the mechanisms of failure. After analysis, the following causes were
identified:

•
•
•
•

Control system software fault
MTS controller hardware fault
Electrical system fault
Hydraulic system fault
As done previously with the severity factor, the likelihood of this ever occurring is

ranked on a scale from 1 to 10; in the case of the UREX actuator failing, the occurrence column
was assigned a value of 4, with 1 being highly unlikely and 10 very likely. After discussing the
potential failure mode and causes, it is now time to focus on preventing the occurrence of this
failure. To prevent this failure from happening, the design team suggests best practices for
mounting the actuator and performing Finite Element Analysis (FEA) of all mounting hardware.
To further ensure that the occurrence of this failure is reduced, the following was added into the
design process: Out of bounds signal detection on accelerometer along with monitoring
hydraulic pressure. The detection column is given the value 5 (1 being easy to detect and 10
being the most difficult to detect). In the case of the UREX actuator, the RPN was found to be
180 using the aforementioned severity, occurrence, and detection ratings. This indicated that it
is an item to focus on for future mitigation.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
The goal of this research project was to develop a fatigue testing method that more closely
resembles the real-world loading of a wind turbine blade and that reduces testing time to
provide a more efficient method of testing. It has been proven, theoretically, that adding a
spring element, or an actuator in this case, will allow the implicit control of the phase angle. The
importance of the fixed phase angle comes from inaccuracies associated with variable phase
angles. These inaccuracies are in the fatigue profile of the blade, which is unpredictable with
variable phase angles. An angle of 72 degrees was chosen based on field test data. Figure 39 and
Figure 40 show histograms of field test data of wind turbine blade phase angle at 9m/s and
20m/s, respectively. These histograms show that as the wind speed increases, the phase angle
also increases and a phase angle between these two wind speeds was an ideal choice for a
fatigue test with a fixed phase angle. Using a phase angle of 72 degrees will be indicative of an
average wind speed of a turbine.
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Figure 39: 9m/s Phase Angle Histogram
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A working, adaptive control system has been developed to accomplish this and was
presented in this paper. The control system performed as designed and has been proven to be
as robust, if not more, than it needs to be for the full system test. It is now ready to be put into a
hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) testing phase. Phase angle using peak detection in Simulink was
successful in efficiently determining the phase angle and will be used in conjunction with the
MTS peak detection during the full scale test to ensure proper detections are being made.
Controlling the PhLEX actuator load will be through analog signal sent to the MTS controller. It
should be noted that the simulated blade model is a linearized approximation and doesn't
include many of the nonlinearities that the blade will actually exhibit. These higher order effects
may comprise a larger fraction of the total system response than originally expected and,
therefore, initial testing will be comprised of only a fraction of the maximum test load until
stability is ensured.

The DFMEA analysis resulted in the identification of about twenty failure modes with
varying risk priority numbers. The failure modes with the highest risk were analyzed first for
ways to be prevented before moving forward. Most of the failure modes have a recommended
action of shutting down the test because that will be the safest option for handling those failure
modes. This action will be handled mostly by the MTS controller, due to its ability to quickly
detect most of the failure modes. The DFMEA document has been appended to the end of this
paper for reference.
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6.2 Future Work
A major flaw in the model development is the exclusion of nonlinearities. To make the
model more accurate, a nonlinear function should be added to the system that can be derived
using the finite element model. The way the current model is set up, it should be an easy
addition for the nonlinear function.

While thorough testing was done in the simulation environment, more testing will
commence after hardware is connected to the control system for verification and validation of
the requirements for this test. A major test for the control system will be mechanical and
electrical signal lag that has only been simulated and based on assumptions and specifications
for the hardware and software so far. The HIL testing phase will involve connecting the
controller to the MTS FlexTest 40 controller and connecting just to the outboard actuator, which
will not be attached to anything else, and seeing if the controller runs as intended. This testing
will be just one of the steps taken in response to the DFMEA document.

The final test for the 9 meter blade will commence in the future and will be a proof of
concept needed to proceed with a scaling study to use this testing procedure on larger blades.
The scaling study will be used to determine safety and feasibility of a larger blade test and could
be implemented in the future as the accepted method of fatigue testing.
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Appendix A: Optimization Codes
Least Squares Routine
function [Kp,Ki,Kd] = runtracklsq
% RUNTRACKLSQ demonstrates using LSQNONLIN with Simulink

BladeModel_PID_OptSim

% Load the model

pidO = [0 63 0 0504 1 9688], % Set initial values
options = optimset('Algorithm','levenberg-marquardt',
•Display','off','TolX',0 001,'TolFun',0 001),
pid

lsqnonlm (@tracklsq, pidO, [] , [] , options),

Kp = pid(l), Ki = pid(2), Kd = pid(3),

function F = tracklsq(pid)
Kp

pid(l),

Ki

pid(2),

Kd

pid(3),

% Set sim options and compute function value
myob: = sim('BladeModel_PID_OptSim',•SrcWorkspace','Current',
'StopTime', '80 • ) ,
F = myobj get('yout')
end
end

1,
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Multiobjective Routine
function [Kp, Ki, Kd]

runtrackmm

BladeModel_PID_OptSim % initialize Simulink(R)
pidO = [0 63 0 0504 1 9688],
yout = [], % Give yout an initial value
pold = [], % tracks last pid
options

optimset('Display','iter',

'TolX',0 001,'TolFun',0 001),
pid = fminimax(@trackmmob^ ,pid0, [],[],[],[],[],[],
©trackmmcon,options),
Kp = pid{l), Ki = pid(2), Kd = pid(3),

function F = trackmmobj(pid)
% Track the output of BladeModel_PID_0ptSim to a signal of 1
% Variable yout is shared with RUNTRACKMM and
% RUNTRACKMMCON
updatelfNeeded(pid)

F - yout,
end

function

[c,ceq] = trackmmcon(pid)

% Track the output of BladeModel_PID_0ptSim to a signal of 1
% Variable yout is shared with RUNTRACKMM and
% TRACKMMOBJ
updatelfNeeded(pid)

c = -yout(20 90)+ 95,
ceq= [] ,
end

function updatelfNeeded(pid)
if ~isequal(pid,pold) % compute only if needed

Kp = pid(l),
Ki

pid(2),

Kd

pid(3),
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myobj = sim(' BladeModel_PID_0ptSim*,'SrcWorkspace','Current');
yout = myobj.get('yout');

pold = pid,
end
end

end
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Appendix B: DFMEA Document
' I "-
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HIL testing of
control
system

check
Out of bounds
signal
detection on
load cell along
with
monitoring
hydraulic
pressure

Isolate
external
control
system,
shut
down
hydraulic
system,
and shut
test

down
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PhLEX Actuator

Underintended
or
Overintended
operation

UREX Actuator

UREX Actuator

Actuator
Mounting Plate

Blade

DAQ

Actuator
doesn't move
or stops
suddenly

Underintended
or
Overintended
operation

Total loss of
PhLEX actuator
function

Blade failure

Total or
intermittent
loss of
feedback to
control system

Blade breaking,
undesirable
blade motion,
damage to test
equipment and
possible injury
to personnel

Blade breaking,
undesirable
blade motion,
damage to test
equipment and
possible injury
to personnel

Blade breaking,
undesirable
blade motion,
damage to test
equipment and
possible injury
t o personnel

Blade breaking,
undesirable
blade motion,
damage to test
equipment and
possible injury
to personnel

End of test,
damage to test
equipment or
and possible
injury to
personnel

en

en

en

CO

o

Uncontrolled
actuators,
blade failure,
undesired
blade motion
r>

Control
system fault,
electrical
system fault,
hydraulic
system fault,
binding on
joints

Control
system
• failure,
electrical
system
failure,
hydraulic
system
failure

Control
system
software
fault, MTS
controller
hardware
fault,
electrical
system fault,
hydraulic
system fault
Shear stress
applied by
actuator
exceeds yield
of material,
mounting
bolts fail

Blade
exceeds yield
strength,
actuator
fault, test
stand fault

Host
computer
connection
failure, signal
connection
failure, DAQ
hardware
failure

HIL testing of
control
system

<s-

<=*

"3-

Out of bounds
signal
detection on
load cell along
with
monitoring
hydraulic
pressure

Best
practices for
actuator
mounting,
FEAof
mounting
hardware

Out of bounds
signal

Best
practices for
actuator
mounting,
FEAof
mounting
hardware

Out of bounds
signal
detection on
accelerometer
along with
monitoring
hydraulic
pressure

FEA

Visual
inspection,
LVDT sensor
and load cell
monitoring

detection on
accelerometer
along with
monitoring
hydraulic
pressure

-

rsi

fN

FEA, HIL
testing, best
practices for
mounting all
test
hardware

Visual
inspection,
strain gauges

Using known
working
hardware
with reliable
connections
made using
best
practices

Built-in self
test abilities of
the hardware

LD

<3-

LO

o
00

«*
3

o
CO

<tf

m

rN

O

m

•3"

Isolate
external
control
system,
shut
down
hydraulic
system,
and shut
test
down
Isolate
external
control
system,
shut
down
hydraulic
system,
and shut
test
down
Isolate
external
control
system,
shut
down
hydraulic
system,
and shut
test
down
Isolate
external
control
system,
shut
down
hydraulic
system,
and shut
test
down
Isolate
external
control
system,
shut
down
hydraulic
system,
and shut
test
down
Isolate
external
control
system,
shut
- down
hydraulic
system,
and shut
test
down
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Test Stand

Adapter Plate

Adapter Plate

Simulink
Controller Host
Computer

Fatigue or high
stress failure of
stand or bolts

Fatigue or high
stress failure of
plate

Fatigue or high
stress failure of
bolts

Loss of
communication
to MTS
software

End of test,
possible
damage to
other test
equipment and
injury to
personnel

Possible
damage t o
other test
equipment and
injury to
personnel

Possible
damage to
other test
equipment and
injury to
personnel

o

ro

ro

applied loads
from the
actuator
exceed yield
strength of
mounting
bolts

applied loads
from the
actuator
exceed yield
strength of
adapter plate
material

applied loads
from the
actuator
exceed yield
strength of
material
mounting
bolts

Loss of
communication
to Simulink
controller and
actuators

Loss of
communication
t o MTS
controller

ro

LO

Faulty
connections,
crimp in
cpnnection
wires

Undesirable
behavior of test
blade/actuator

m

CO

MTS Controller
Host Computer

CO

Faulty
connections,
crimp in
cpnnection
wires

Undesirable
behavior of test
blade/actuator

00

MTS Controller

fN

Faulty
connections,
crimp in
cpnnection
wires

Undesirable
behavior of test
blade/actuator

00

if)

Using
known,
reliable
hardware
alongside
using best
installation
practices

Periodic visual
inspection

FEA. Using
known,
reliable
hardware
alongside
using best
installation
practices

Periodic visual
inspection

FEA. Using
known,
reliable
hardware
alongside
using best
installation
practices

Periodic visual
inspection

Using
known,
reliable
hardware
alongside
using best
installation
practices

Periodic visual
inspection

Using
known,
reliable
hardware
alongside
using best
installation
practices

Periodic visual
inspection

Using
known,
reliable
hardware
alongside
using best
installation
practices

Periodic visual
inspection

<H

rN

rs

„

rM

rsl

O
rM

Isolate
external
control
system,
shut
down
hydraulic
system,
and shut
test
down

a

Isolate
external
control
system,
shut
down
hydraulic
system,
and shut
test
down

CO

o
CO

Isolate
external
control
system,
shut
down
hydraulic
system,
and shut
test
down
Isolate
external
> control
system,
shut
down
hydraulic
system,
and shut
test
down

o
co

Isolate
external
control
system,
shut
down
hydraulic
system,
and shut
test
down

o

Isolate
external
control
system,
shut
down
hydraulic
system,
and shut
test
down

CO
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Saddle

Saddle

Saddel

PhLEX Actuator

Blade

Blade

Fatigue or high
stress failure of
wood form

Fatigue or high
stress failure of
I-beams

Fatigue or high
stress failure of
hardware

Fatigue or high
stress failure of
MTS Swivel
joint

Fatigue or high
stress failure of
mounting plate

Failure or high
stress failure of
mounting bolts

End od test,
Possible
damage to
other test
equipment and
injury to
personnel

j End of test,
Possible
damage to
other test
equipment and
injury to
personnel

End of test,
Possible
damage to
other test
equipment and
injury to
personnel

End of test,
Possible
damage t o
other test
equipment and
injury to
personnel

End of test,
Possible
damage to
other test
equipment and
injury to
personnel

End of test,
Possible
damage to
other test
equipment and
injury to
personnel

o
i-H

o
rH

O

s

applied loads
from the
actuator
exceed yield
strength of
wood wood
forms

Material
fatigue,
applied loads
from the
actuator
exceed yield
strength of 1beam
material

Material
fatigue,
applied loads
from the
actuator
exceed yield
strength of
hardware
material

Material
fatigue due
to cyclical
loading,
applied loads
from the
actuator
exceed yield
strength of
material and
mounting
bolts

o

Material
fatigue due
to cyclical
loading on
the mounting
plate

s

Material
fatigue due
t o cyclical
loading on
mounting
bolts

*fr

FEA, using
best
practices for
mounting all
test
hardware

Periodic visual
inspection

r.

Periodic visual
inspection

ro

FEA, using
best
practices for
mounting all
test
hardware

Periodic visual
inspection

m

FEA, using
best
practices for
mounting all
test
hardware

FEA, using
best
practices for
mounting all
test
hardware

Periodic visual
inspection

FEA, using
best
practices for
mounting all
test
hardware

Periodic visual
inspection

FEA, using
best
practices for
mounting all
test
hardware

Periodic visual
inspection

m

-

»N

CM

r,

(N

fNI

(N

O
CO

o

O

O
U3

Isolate
external
control
system,
shut
down
hydraulic
system,
and shut
test
down

|

|

Isolate
1
external
;
control
system,
shut
down
hydraulic
system,
and shut
test
down
Isolate
external
control
system,
shut
down
hydraulic
system,
and shut
test
down

!

!

Isolate
external
control
system,
i
shut
1
down
|
hydraulic
system,
and shut
test
down

O
CM

Isolate
external
control
system,
shut
down
hydraulic
system,
and shut
test
down

^

Isolate
external
control
system,
shut
down
hydraulic
system,
and shut
test
down
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